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Abstrnct

The unity of Psalm 19 has been.questioned because

of different content, form and divine names in two sections

of the Psalm. The purpose ~f this thesis is to show that

there is a conceptual unity to the Psalm. Each of the

chapters responds to one of the three prgblems listed above.

The first chapter argues that the Psalm is' unified

by a theme of instruction. The heavens instruct men abo.ut

the knowledge which the Creator possesses and which is .
, .

displayed in the created order. The sun is a picture of the
.

relevato~y character of this knowledge.
~

Through the use of.

carefully chosen terms in the l§ltter par~ of the 'Psal~, the
. ...light imagery is shown to be present ~n law. The law of

the Lord is also a source of instruction.

The second chapter argue's .that the parallel~sm of
...

the Psalm is constructed in such a way as to focus the Psalm

upon law. However, the parallelism itself cannot be us~d, to

suggest that the two sections of th~ Psalm are independent.

This argumen~entails a criticism of several form-critical

studies of the' Psalm inasmuch as these studies have used, the

change in the type of. parallelism in the Psalm as a factor.

which indicates that two independent forms are present in

the Psalm.

The third chapter argues tha,l the Psalm displays an

assimilatio~ of the idea of Creato! into the idea of a
iii '



Law-Giver. The most visible" literary characteristic which
~

1
.~

.:

shows~the assimilation of these theological conceptions,is
~

found in the final colon of the Psalm. There are two

epith~ts which summarise the two theological conceptions of

the Psalm and their plac~ment in apposition to the divine

name YHWH draws together these conceptions in the deity YHWH ...
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The interpretation~f Psalm 19 is .d~termined by the

questi,on. of the relation between verses 2-7 and verses 8-15 .
.

Recent secondary literature on the Psalm is divided over the

degree of' continuity between thege two parts of the Psalm.

While all sbholars agree that the two poems are now combined
\

in Psalm 19, many argue that they were originally independent.

~Other scholar~ a~firm th~ literary and conceptual int:grity

of the entire Psalm, while either admitting'that the Psalm

is a combination of two originally independent poems or .
I <

remaining ambig,uous over the questions of the origins of

these, poems or the way ~n which they came together.

This intrOduction is a review of the most important

secondary literature on'the Psalm. The in~roduction is

divided into three secti?n~~)First, the literary character-
---

istics~hich cont~ibute to the idea that the Psalm ia

d~sunified are 'summarized. I review two theories which

sugg~~t that the Psalm was originally two independent poems.
"

Secona, the articles which attempt to show the unity of the

Psalm are examined. Third, the direction of this thesis is

explained in light of the problems and merits of the inter-
t

pretations in the secondary literature.

1
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Principles of Disunity

~he characteristics of th~'Psalm which suggest that
\ '

r

, .

"the'Psalm is disunified are most clearly ex~ressed in an

article w.~itten,by Julian Morgenstern. l The article is
\ .

adl,ressed to both' Psalm 8 and Psalm ~9A. Morgenstern intro-
~ , . , ~

duces'~he section of 'th~ ~rticle on Psalm,19A in the follow-. .

.'

" in~ manner J

.
. '.... Of modern commenta·tors apparently only Cheyne

and E~~lich regard the whole of Ps. 19 as a
~ 'literary unit. All other scholars seem to

agree that vV. 2-7 and 8-15 originally consti-
tuted two completely independent poems, which -- --- --~--- -
in some indeterm~nable way came to be united
in the Psal'ter as a single poem. The two
poems have absolutely nothing in'common in
thought-content and little, if anything, in
form'. Tha~ they were originally two separate
and totally \~retated poems can not be ,gainsaid. z

'In this introduction, Morgenstern identifies two character

istics of the Psalm which lead him to affirm that the Psalm.
J

is not unified. I First, the two parts have nothing in common,.,
in'thought-content and, second, there is little in common

~ in form. Later in the article, Morgenstern outlines a

thi~d qharacteristic which alSO contributes ~o the idea that
\"

the Psalm 1s disunified. The divine name El shows that

Psalm 19A is not Yahwistic in origin.

1.

2.

J. Morgenstern, tf Psalms 8 and 19A",' HUCA,
XIX (1945-46). pp. '491-523.' -

Ibid., PP' 506-507.
2
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Inasmuch as there is in this entire poem not
the slightest iritimation of Yahweh, it is
impossible not to infer that at first this
poem, or at least its source or pattern, was
entirelyonon-Yahwistic, and dealt with 'EI
as the supreme world-deity. And granting
this, the next natural inference ,is that the
poem w~s ultimately of non~Israelite.origin'3

Morgenstern acknowledges that El becomes identified with YHWH.. . " .

That in biblical literature El· wa9, by a syn
cretistic process, identi£ied w~th Yahweh is, .
of course, well established' 4

Yet he does not sug~st that this syncretistic process is

at work in Psalm 19,. The name El indicates the foreign

origin of verses 2-7 and therefore the discontinuity' of
\

these verses with verses 8-15: In summary, these three
I

characteristics. co:?ent. form and divine names, are the

literary features of the Psalm which lead to the conclusion

that the Psalm is disunified.
.r

Other scholars give similar descriptions of the

Psalm although there are minor variations in the terms that

they use. A. Weiser states:

Psalm 19 consists of two independent songs which
~n subject-matter, mood. language and metre
differ from each other so much that they cannot. ",
be composed by the same author' 5

)

1
i
"

J
j

I
',1
j

I
1
!

•
J. Ibid., p. 515·

" .
4. Ibid.

\

5. A. Weiser, The Psalms, The Old Testament Library,
trans. Herbert ,Hartwell. (Philadelphia; The
Westminster Press, 1962), p. 197. ~he question
of metre is excluded from this study because our

• understanding of Hebrew metre is highly speculative.

3 ~



The exact distinction that Weiser is making between sUbject

matter, mood and language is unclear. Yet the terms are his

way of describing the discontinuity between the two sections.

Gerhard Von Rdd makes the following statement with regard to
~

Psalm 19.

A whole world separates the ancient hymn from
this new psalm in praise of Torah. 6 _

Von Rad recognizes that Psalm.19 is an attempt to decrease

the separation between creation and law but suggests that

the Psalm is not entirely successful.
I

/

A. A. Anderson, Psalms, Vol. I. (Somerset; Purnell
& Sons Ltd., 1972), p. 167.

4 q

Here~ once again, there is a certain lowering
of tension between the universal and the
particular, even though it be a~ the cost of
what is theologically and stylistically-a harsh
break in \he p~em'7 . ( •

For Von Rad, there remains a tension or discontinuity between

verses 2-7 and ve~es 8-15. A. A. Anderson speaks of the

~elation be~een the two sections of the Psalm in the

fOllOWing'mann~: . '. .

It has been argued that Psal~ 19 c~ns4sts of
two more 9r less independent poems~ The main
reasons for this ~uggestion are the difference
in the contents, style, and metre' 8

Anderson agrees t~at a break takes place in the Psalm and

6. '~rhard Von Rad, The Form-Critical Problem of
the Hexateuch, trans. E. W. Trueman Dicken,
(Edinburgh:/Oliver & Boyd, 1965) p. 157.

7~ \ Ibid.
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that th~ changes are accurately described by the terms
, ' ,

..

-
nature of the' original compos~tion of the Psalm. There are

, ,
teristics are not present in ~ach scholar's description,

")
"

n

( .(.",,
,~
\
i
\
,~,
':i
''l.
-·1
Ii
'r

~
'".~
.",:~
j
j
~"
~

'{ ~
"

"J. van der Ploeg summarizes these
\

" ,theories. /
" J~ ~~

It is generally thought by modern interpreters
that part B is quite distinct in origin from
part AI some even think that it forms a psalm"
apart, and they treat it like this in'their '
commentaries (e.g., Gunkel). others think
that part B was compos~d much later than part
A, as a conti~~ation ~f~it.10

The first theory is that the Psalm consists of ~wo originally

indep~ndent poems. This the~ry is suggested by Morgensternll ,

two theories suggested.

,
there is general agreement on.the principles which suggest

\

a disc~nt~nuity in the Ps~lm.9

Scholars explain these changes with theories of the

'content' and 'style'. Each of these four schola~~ agree
,

on the characteristi~o~ th~ Psalm which suggest :~at the

Psalm is disunified. Changes in content, form or style and

the?logy characterise the Psalm. Although a~ three charac-

I)
;

, ~

9. The review of the secondary literature in this
paragraph is an attempt to be representative but not
exhaustive.

J
, 10. J. van der Ploe'g, "Psalm XIX and Sonie ,of Its

Problems", ~, 17 (1964), pp. 193-201-

11. Morgenstern, op. cit., p. 506f. ~..

",

,5
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Gunkel12 , Weiserl ), 'and Briggs14 . It is also suggested that

the first section of the Psalm was originally not an Isra~lite. ~

poem b~t was related to ancient Near Eastern theology and cult. 15
n

The motive for the arrangement of the two poems ~n one Psalm is

no~a~ways stated by these scholars. Morgenstern believes we

cannot know how or why the two poems came,together. 16
~ .

( l ' •

A. weiser17 and C. A. Briggs18fma~ntain that the two poems
~ I .. J .

were united for use in public worship. The second theory is

that the second ~m was written after the first poem and that

the author Of, th~ 'second~poe~ha~~he first ~em eit~er in

front of him or'1n mind when he wro~e.

This second solution ~s sugkes~'by'GerhardVon

Rad19, and S. Mowincke1 20 • Mowinckel' sumrlarises this position
~ 'V

, .

c13. Weiser, Ope cit., pc. 197., ..~;)
,. I • ,

14. C. A. Briggs and E. G. Br1~gs, The Book of Psalms,
York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1906), Vo~1~.~I~'~P~.~1~6~)~.~~~

-'
15. Van der Ploeg., Opt cit., p. 193.

"

,
"1-6: An Interpretaj;ion",

~C

\
I'
I

16. Morgenstern) 10c. cit.

17. Weiser, loco cit.

18. Briggs, 10c. cit.

·19. Von Rad, loco cit.

12. Hermann Gunkel, '~Fsalm 19 I

Biblical World,. 21 (1903), pp. 281-28).

(New

II

,
I

20. S. Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship,
trans. D. R. AP-Thomas, (Nashville I Abingdon, 1962), Vol. I,
pp. 90-91.

6



very well by describing the second poem as a sequel to the
..

first poem.

Both of the above theories maintain a difference

be the present textu~l unity and.the original unity.

both theories recognise that the two poems are now

orated in one Psalm in the Hebrew text, the present
.

the two poems is not original. The signifi-

cance of these theories of the nature of the composition

of the Psalm is that the literary characteristics of the. .
text are explained in ~ight of the origins of the two poems.

Without ne~essarily refuting these compositional

theories of the origin of the Psalm, this thesis endeavours

to demonstrate the conceptual unity of the Psalm. In order

to establish a conceptual unity, the three characteristics

which tend to separate the parts of the Psalm must be shown
'I

to function creatively in the explanation of the Psalm's
,/ \

content. The greatest strength of the demonstration of the

conceptual unity consists in the fact that all parts of the. .
Psalm are incorporated into its interpretation. In contrast,

'"
the two solutions which are outlined above provide at best ... \

only minimal contact between verses 2-7 and verses 8-15. In
, .

Von Rad's account, the heavens and law are in a,theo1ogical

t~ion as to the true source of the natu~e of aeity.21

.,,

21. Von Rad, Old Testament Theology, trans. G.M.D.
Stalker, (New York: Harper and Row, 1965),
Vol. I, p.

7
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However, he does not explain the purpose of

"

\

I

!
I

~e

,,,, .

description

of the sun. S. Mowinckel, in contrast to Von Rae, accounts
I .

for' the presence of the sun, but ignores verses 2_5b. 22

A. Weiser attempts to find a poin~ of contact by translating

the word

tive. 2J

lP as law, although the suggestion is specula-
j,

c. A. Briggs suggests the contrast b~tween the glory

'.

.
of El in creation and the glory of Yahweh in law on the basis

of their use together in the c'ul t, but only after he has'

defined the first part' as a hymn and'the second part 8f a

wisdom P!~m. 24 A concep~~l appr(oach to ,the' Psalm does not

seek a single point of contact between the two parts of the

Psalm, but a thorough consideration o'f all that is contained

therein •.

III. Secondar Literature on the Unit of the Psalm
r---"'--- -~

, '--..)

Several articles ,argue for the unity of the Psalm.

These articles are a m~vement toward the concep~ual integrity

of the Psalm, alth~ugh several assume that the Psalm was·

originally twQ separate poems. The articles follow four
~ /

lines of argumentation'. First, several articles draw parallels

between the description and use of the sun in Psalm 19 and in

other Near Eastern literature in order to explain the purpose

of the sun in Psalm'19. Second, ~he unity of the Psalm is
.

recommended on the basis of the association of each section
I

22. Mowinckel, loco cit.'

~2J. Weiser, loco cit.
' .......,. ,

24. Briggs, loco cit.

)
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